
 STOCKBRIDGE CONSERVATION COMMISSION MINUTES 

TUESDAY, 22 January 2019 
Town Offices Meeting Room, 7:00pm, Stockbridge, MA 

 

Present:  Ron Brouker [presiding], Jay Rhind, Patrick White, Joe DeGiorgis, Sally Underwood-Miller 

 

Also present:  Rebekah Lacey (Town Counsel), Dominic Meringolo (SOlitude), Attorney Elisabeth 

Goodman, Richard Seltzer, Barbara Kenny, Charles Kenn, y (Stockbridge BOH), Denny Alsop, Marie 

Raftery, Christine Rasmussen, Nick Nadorff, Clarence Fanto, Cris Raymond, Bob Jones, Carole Owens, 

Shirley Miller, Henry Kirchdorfer III, Elisabeth Wheeler, Emily Melker, Marc Cohen, Hilary Freedman, 

Howard Zern, Don Chabon, Laura Dubester, Hank Schwerner, Anita Schwerner, Marc Silver, Linda 

Silver, Daniel Miraglia, Bill Gates, Ty Stockman, Emily Stockman, Mary Langeron, Joan Cohen. 

 

Votes to approve minutes from Tuesday, 11 December, 8 January were postponed. 
 

Chris Blair came in informally to ask about the jurisdictional for 2 Field Road (Map 219, lot 64). The plan 

is to demolish existing garage, construct a new Garage with bedroom above and connection to the 

existing house.  Commissioners will drive by the site. 

 

Notice of Intent – Historic New England (Merwin House), 14 Main Street.  Map 106, lot 67.  Tree and 

shrub removal.  Awaiting DEP file #.  Continued. 

 

Request for Certificate of Compliance –  Daniel and Carole Burack, 27 Mahkeenac Terrace. Map 205, 

Lot 43. DEP # 296-0442.  (WE)  Continued. 

 

Request for Certificate of Compliance – Bernard Haan, 16 Beachwood Drive.  Map 104, Lot 102.  

DEP#296-0457. (Creative Building Solutions) Continued. 

 

Sarah Gapinski of SK Design and Attorney Kate McCormick presented the Notice of Intent for the Apple 

Tree Nominee Trust, 19/21 Wheatley Drive.  (Map 204, Lots 10, 11, 12)  The plan is to construct a paved 

driveway to proposed single family home over Lily Brook within an already present dirt wood road.  The 

project was continued pending the decision by the Planning Board on the length of the driveway.  The 

driveway was approved.  Some revisions have been made to the plan including an elbow in the 

stormwater pipe to allow sediments to settle.  They will remove the garage structure and replant.  The 

cement from the septic tanks from the 80s will be removed and the area will be reseeded.  Infiltration will 

take place on site.  Supplemental planting of shrubby vegetation will help to protect the bank. A shrub 

layer will also added into the tree clearing near the meadow to assist in erosion control.  The applicant 

agrees to designate the area closest to the stream as a low salt area.  Jay Rhind made a motion to deny the 

project and close the hearing on the basis that it does not comply with performance standards under the 

WPA or the Town of Stockbridge Wetlands Bylaw. Joe DeGiorgis seconded.  The area is significant to 

the protection of the interests identified in M.G.L. c. 131, § 40 (Lily Brook) and the proposed work does 

not meet the Riverfront Area performance standards and will likely result in degradation of Lily Brook. 
Unanimous.  

 

Mike Kulig of Berkshire Engineering presented the Notice of Intent for Marc Silver, 12 Mahkeenac 

Shores Road.  (Map 102, Lot 29)  A new plan was submitted with regard to bank stabilization and 

plantings, moving the retaining wall farther from the lake with the intention of minimizing erosion.  The 

plan is also to repair existing steps.  A tree will be added lakeside. The patio will be dry lain Goshen stone 

pavers. An updated planting plan will be provided. 

 



Dominic Meringolo, Attorney Elisabeth Goodman and Richard Seltzer represented the Notice of Intent 

Ecological Restoration on behalf of the Stockbridge Bowl Association.  The revised proposal is for the 

application of the herbicide fluridone in a portion of the southern section of lake Lake Mahkeenac in 

order to control the proliferation of the invasive plant species Eurasian milfoil.  Richard Seltzer contended 

that the density of the milfoil is not static, that it is different each year.  The treatment of the milfoil is 

intended to be below the lethal level for most plant species, and the timing limits the effects on non-target 

plant species.  Commissioners questioned how the dosage is maintained, and how the dilution can be 

regulated.  Hank Schwerner expressed concerns about nearby wells, and whether they would be tested for 

contamination.  There is currently no plan to test wells.  Mr. Schwerner also raised concerns about the 

caution against irrigation for 14-30 days.  Richard Seltzer read a letter from the Ken Kelly, President of 

the Richmond Pond Association, who stated that they have used fluridone successfully with no 

perceptible adverse effects.  However, according to their own literature, the majority of fish caught in 

Richmond Pond are stocked trout.  They use a combination of drawdown and harvesting along with spot 

treatment of herbicides.  

 

Emily Stockman of Stockman Associates questioned whether the applicant had met the performance 

standards for avoiding and minimizing an adverse effect on the wildlife habitat.  The current application 

does not specify the type of product (pellet or liquid) to be used.  Without previous monitoring data, how 

does the Commission determine that there is no adverse effect?  Dominic Meringolo stated that they 

would employ a kind of grid in order to calculate the amount of chemical needed according to depth.  

There would be a licensed applicator who would apply the pelletized version and retest for solution after a 

week.  A monitoring plan would be in place that would be undertaken by SOlitude.  Commissioners 

expressed concerns that a third party would be needed to review the findings.  SOlitude would need to 

adjust the amount of chemical in order to adjust for drift, which is unavoidable. 

 

A letter was read from Commission Member John Hart, who could not be present, vehemently opposing 

the use of chemicals to control nuisance aquatic plants.  He referenced a letter he had received from 

Stockbridge and Goose Pond resident Tom Farley, who witnessed a catastrophic overdose of chemicals in 

Goose Pond during the application of fluridone, and who testified that he had become ill from its 

proximity. 

 

A communication was read from the Berkshire Environmental Action Team which has been monitoring 

the application of fluridone in Pontoosac and Onota lakes.  They are unilaterally opposed resulting from 

various studies they have conducted. They are especially concerned that using herbicides could 

dramatically worsen the algal blooms the Bowl is already experiencing. Their conclusion is that on a 

waterbody that is already thoroughly infested, the most ecological answer to milfoil is to weed harvest 

and take the resulting organics to be composted as using herbicides becomes an annual toxic dosing of the 

lake. We see nothing ecological about the use of herbicides. 

 

Anita Schwerner stated that to date, the plans presented by the SBA and Town have not resulted in a 

positive outcome.  She advocated for a new and efficient harvester, along with additional hydro-raking, 

prior to undertaking any chemical treatment.  She expressed concern that in the rush to accomplish 

something and make people feel better, that not enough options have been explored. 

 

Denny Alsop, a noted environmentalist, expressed his concern that the contributors to the problems are 

not being identified or mitigated.  The 7000 acre watershed of the lake as a whole should be studied and 

the effects of neighboring towns and properties examined to develop a holistic approach to the problems 

in the lake.  A cooperative effort might yield some significant changes. 

 

Select Board Chair Don Chabon admitted that the Town has not been as involved as it might/should have 

been, and that he would recommend the formation of a committee, perhaps similar to the one convened 



by BOH Chair Charles Kenny, to study in depth the entire range of options, including the purchase of a 

new harvester and the possible designation of a Lake Mahkeenac Watershed area. 

 

Dan Miraglia again expressed his concern for the native plants. 

 

Commissioners again expressed concerns regarding the alarming lack of knowledge regarding fisheries, 

especially given the testimony by the Berkshire group that native fish have declined in lakes where 

fluridone has been used; the effects on our specific endangered/threatened species; the absence of a 

complete management plan that addresses the profound effects of siltation and how it contributes to the 

proliferation of the milfoil; whether effects of cumulative use or resistance to the chemicals are known; 

without a comparison lake or baseline (as suggested by Dr. Kortmann) is there enough information to 

make an informed decision; might other methods be stepped up to produce similar results without 

chemicals (such as a new, efficient harvester);  should the Town Government be excluded from this 

process when Town Meeting determined that chemicals were not a desirable option? 

 

Patrick White made a motion to close the hearing.  Jay Rhind seconded. Joe DeGiorgis recused himself 

from the voting due to his absence from the last meeting.  The motion passed. 4-0-1. The Commission 

then considered whether the project met the performance standards for an Ecological Restoration Limited 

Project under the Wetlands Protection Act and MassDEP’s Wetlands Protection Regulations.  After 

discussion of the components of the standards, Patrick White made a motion to deny the project under the 

Wetlands Protection Act on the basis that it did not meet the standards.  Jay Rhind seconded. The motion 

passed, 4-0-1.  The Commission next considered whether to approve the project under the Stockbridge 

Wetlands Bylaw.  Commission members commented that the project would have unacceptable significant 

or cumulative effects on habitat and fisheries.  Patrick White made a motion to deny the project under the 

Town Bylaw. Jay Rhind seconded. The motion passed, 4-0-1.  

 

The hearing was adjourned at 10:10. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Sally Underwood-Miller, Secretary/Member 

 

 


